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This paper will argue for a new direction in contemporary affect theory: rather than viewing 
affects as passive, as a set of receptors stimulated as the body rubs up against the world, 
affects are active, living emotional realities that pull bodies behind them.  Building on the 
work of Jane Bennett and Kathleen Stewart, this paper will argue that affects must be 
understood as having their own agency within bodies.  This compulsory affectivity 
necessitates a shift in how we understand our own subjectivity, reframing bodies according 
to animality.   
 
Emerging out of Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s poststructuralist reading of Silvan Tomkins, 
affect theory orients the humanities to the priority of affect over perception, cognition, and 
language.  Perception and epistemology, for Sedgwick, are epiphenomenal to a more 
fundamental bodily economy of affects.  Echoing Darwin’s own interest in emotions from 
The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals, affect theory proposes a more vigorous 
attention to the affective parameters of our embodied lives—a reorientation to the animality 
of perceptual experience.  Sarah Ahmed has suggested that we perceive things in the world 
attached to “sticky” affects that condition how bodies and groups engage with them.  Rather 
than fixing on concepts and language, affect theory orients us to the welter of emotions 
sticking to the world, driving thought and behavior within the body. 
 
This paper will argue that this sticky affectivity is not just a set of passive registers embedded 
in bodies.  Jane Bennett has suggested that matter has its own dimension of agency, its own 
“vibrancy.”  Rather than focusing on subjectivity as the sine qua non of agency, Bennett 
indicates agency in other forms, the suite of micro-agencies penetrating bodies.  Kathleen 
Stewart, for her part, has proposed the interrelated concepts of “ordinary affects” and 
“bloom spaces” to account for the emotional resonances between bodies and worlds.  Taken 
together, these concepts provide a new way of thinking about affects as having their own 
agency, as driving bodies towards worlds. 
 
By way of conclusion, this paper will turn to Teresa Brennan’s claim that the reorientation to 
affect overruns the classical western paradigm of autonomous, self-sovereign subjects.  
Compulsory affectivity doubles the force of this critique, not only undermining the rationality 
of the subject, but its autonomy.  Compulsory affectivity compels us to return to Darwin 
and confront the radical animality of our bodies. 
 
 


